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Context, Motivation & Goal
Context
Knowledge-Intensive Environments (KIE) [Bhatt, 2001]
Systems combining business processes, technologies and people skills to
store, handle, make accessible – in one word, manage – very large
repositories of (typically unstructured) information
Peculiar challenges from a software engineering standpoint:
data size — from GBs to TBs
scale — from organization-wide to world-wide
dynamism — new information produced/consumed less-than-daily
diversity — both in information representation and usage destination
openness — new users can join/leave the system at any time
unpredictability — KIE are socio-technical systems, where unpredictability of (human)
behaviour and uncertainty are the rule, not the exception
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Context, Motivation & Goal
Motivation
KIE challenges usually faced using brute force approaches relying on
ever-increasing (hopefully, endless) (i) computational power and (ii)
storage
e.g., big data, deep learning, other buzzwords
This won’t scale forever: we need alternative approaches, possibly before
reaching the Moore’s law upper bound and the next software crisis
“Dead data”
One possible research line departs from the following question:
? why do we stick to view data as a passive, “dead” thing to run
algorithms upon in the traditional I/O paradigm?
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Context, Motivation & Goal
Goal
The Molecules of Knowledge approach
Data is alive, information is a “living” thing continuously and
spontaneously interacting with other information as well as with its
prosumers, evolving itself according to such interactions [Mariani, 2016]
Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) [Mariani and Omicini, 2012a] promotes this
interpretation by relying on the following features to tackle KIE challenges:
opportunistic discovery — trial-and-error rather than brute-force search
locality — partial information, decentralised algorithms, local interactions
probability — don’t strive to predict the unpredictable: rely on probability
situatedness — don’t try to account for every possible scenario: be ready to adapt to
the current situation
MoK leads to self-organising knowledge management, making “knowledge
structures” appear by emergence [Mariani and Omicini, 2012b].
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Vision
Envisioning MoK I
Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) [Mariani, 2016]
MoK is a coordination model promoting self-organisation of knowledge in
multi-agent systems (MAS), toward the idea of self-organising workspaces
[Omicini, 2011]
main goals
autonomously aggregate data to build more “complex” heaps of information
— possibly conveying novel knowledge previously unknown or hidden
autonomously spread such information toward potentially interested
knowledge prosumers — rather than be searched proactively
main sources of inspiration
chemical coordination — e.g., Biochemical Tuple Spaces [Viroli and Casadei, 2009]
stigmergic coordination — e.g., Behavioural Implicit Communication
[Castelfranchi et al., 2010]
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Vision
Envisioning MoK II
why a coordination model to manage data?
→ if data is alive, then we need to properly coordinate such “living”,
autonomous data chunks interactions [Omicini and Viroli, 2011]
why chemical coordination?
→ the chemical metaphor has been already shown to effectively deal with
scale, openness and data size issues in MAS in a simple yet efficient
way, by leveraging locality and probability features
[Viroli and Casadei, 2009, Zambonelli et al., 2011]
why stigmergic coordination?
→ the power of environment-mediated interaction in MAS has been
already shown to successfully deal with diversity, dynamism and
unpredictability, by leveraging on situatedness
[Weyns et al., 2007, Castelfranchi et al., 2010]
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Vision
Envisioning MoK III
a MoK system should be seen as a network of shared information repositories, in
which some source entities continuously and spontaneously put data chunks
such data may then (i) aggregate so as to reify some (potentially) relevant
knowledge-related patterns
e.g. linking two stories talking about the same person or written by the same author
(ii) diffuse among these networked shared spaces toward the (potentially)
interested users
e.g. papers about autonomy should strive to reach autonomy researchers
users can interact with the system through epistemic actions
e.g. read a post, contribute to a wiki, highlight words in an article, . . .
which are tracked and exploited by the MoK system to influence knowledge
evolution transparently to the user
e.g., a user highlighting a given word may imply such user being highly interested in
such topics, thus MoK can react by, e.g., increase rank position of related topics in
the pool of results of a search query
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Vision
A MoK System I
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Ingredients
Biochemical Coordination I
the key idea is to coordinate any MAS entity (agents, services, data,
resources) as molecules “floating” in a network of chemical
compartments
each compartment resembles a chemical solution, whose evolution is
driven by chemical reactions consuming and producing molecules —
possibly from/to neighbouring compartments
as in chemistry many reactions can occur concurrently, system
evolution is driven by probabilistic race conditions among reactions’
execution rates, so that certain ones are stochastically selected over
others — usually according to the law of mass action1, as in
chemistry actually is [Gillespie, 1977]
1The rate (rf ) of a reaction is proportional (kf ) to the product of the concentrations
(relative quantity) of the participating molecules ([M′], [M′′]): rf = kf [M′][M′′], where kf is the
rate constant and, in chemistry, is a function of molecules “affinity”.
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Ingredients
Biochemical Coordination II
Biochemical Tuple Spaces (BTS) [Viroli and Casadei, 2009]
BTS implement biochemical coordination in a tuple-based setting
→ molecules are reified into tuples, which are equipped with an
activity/pertinency value — roughly resembling chemical
concentration2
→ chemical reactions are reified into coordination laws, evolving tuples
concentration and possibly diffusing them to neighbouring tuple
spaces
→ chemical compartments are reified into tuple spaces, acting as
chemical solutions simulators — that is, they execute the Gillespie
algorithm [Gillespie, 1977] and carry out diffusion
2In BTS, the concentration is the multiplicity of the tuple in the tuple space, not its relative
quantity w.r.t. other tuples in the same space.
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Ingredients
Biochemical Coordination III
MoK & BTS
MoK is roughly based on the BTS model, but, with a few fundamental
differences
! MoK is focussed on information management solely
! MoK reactions execution does not strictly follow the law of mass action3
! MoK has a fixed set of reactions, as opposed to BTS in which they have to be
programmed according to the application at hand — this allows to study
self-organising properties holding for all MoK-based systems
! MoK adds to the BTS model concepts and mechanisms borrowed from stigmergic
coordination — see following slides
3Implications of this aspect are too specific to be worth being described here. The interested
reader is referred to [Mariani, 2013]
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Ingredients
Behavioural Implicit Communication I
In social systems, interaction between individuals is usually mediated by
the environment, which records the traces (potentially) left by individuals
actions — the same holds for artificial (MAS) and hybrid (socio-technical)
systems [Weyns et al., 2007].
Stigmergy
Trace-based communication is at the root of the notion of stigmergy,
firstly introduced in the biological study of social insects [Grasse´, 1959]
Behavioural Implicit Communication (BIC) [Castelfranchi et al., 2010]
BIC generalises the notion of stigmergy by taking into account also actions
“as a whole” (not only their traces) which can be observed and interpreted
so as to promote coordination
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Ingredients
Behavioural Implicit Communication II
MoK & BIC
MoK relies on the concepts of observable action (from BIC) and of trace
(from stigmergy) to make users actions influence system behaviour
[Mariani and Omicini, 2013]
in MoK, any user action leaves traces (in the form of tuples) in the
environment — the tuple space acting as information repository
such actions and their traces are then used by the MoK system itself
– by MoK coordination laws – to drive evolution of information —
creating tuples, increasing their concentration, moving them between
tuple spaces
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Ingredients
A MoK System II
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Overview
The Molecules of Knowledge model features the following abstractions
[Mariani and Omicini, 2012a]:
Seeds — The sources of information
Compartments — The information repositories all other MoK
abstractions (conceptually) belong to
Catalysts — Prosumers of information (both producer and consumer
users)
Atoms — The atomic unit of information in MoK (always
produced by a seed)
Molecules — The composite unit of information in MoK (knowledge
patterns found by MoK itself among different atoms are
reified into molecules)
Enzymes — The reification of catalysts epistemic actions
Reactions — The “laws of nature” driving MoK compartments
evolution
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Seeds
Seeds
MoK seeds are the sources of information, continuously and
spontaneously injecting data pieces (atoms) into the workspace
(compartment) they belong to
→ they should represent information sources in a complete and machine- as well as
human-readable way, so that any information chunk could be both manually and
automatically extracted from them and used at any time
e.g. an XML-tagged document along with its XML Schema
→ once information has been extracted, it has to be packed into atoms – either
automatically or manually – and perpetually injected into the compartment
according to a certain rate — which may vary as time passes
e.g. an XML parser can read the document, extract the tagged items, wrap
them into atoms then put them in the repository every 30 minutes for a week
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Compartments
Compartments
MoK compartments are the active repositories of information storing
seeds, atoms, molecules and enzymes, also responsible for scheduling and
executing MoK reactions
→ they are the “computational loci ” in which MoK reactions take place consuming
and producing MoK atoms, molecules and enzymes so as to resemble chemical
solutions dynamics
e.g. a MoK reaction could aggregate two atoms into a molecule if they
come from the same seed
→ also, they are the topological abstraction providing MoK with the notions of
locality and neighborhood and enabling diffusion of atoms and molecules to take
place
e.g. a given MoK compartment may be connected only to a subset of the
whole network of compartments in a certain MoK system, thus defining a
precise neighbourhood atoms and molecules can spread to
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Catalysts
Catalysts
MoK catalysts are the users of the MoK system, the prosumers both
exploiting and influencing MoK self-organisation services
→ exploiting, because they are typically interested in storing, manipulating and
retrieving the information they need to carry out their business
e.g. journalists could search for press articles, highlight some relevant phrase,
store it for later usage, then rearrange such news pieces in a novel story
→ influencing, because their epistemic actions are properly reified, observed and used
by the MoK system to autonomously and spontaneously evolve such information
e.g. the keywords in the search query may be used to increase concentration
of related molecules, atoms corresponding to highlighted phrases may be
aggregated into a single molecule, the novel story may be reified as a new
seed
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Atoms
Atoms
Atoms are the smallest, atomic unit of information in MoK. They are
continuously and spontaneously injected by a seed into the compartment it
belongs to
atom(src, val , attr)c
src — is the seed the atom is born from (either its reference or its unique
identifier)
val — is the content of the atom, the information element it stores (e.g. a
single word, a phrase, an entire paper, . . . )
attr — is any kind of metadata defining the content, meant to help semantic
interpretation (e.g. the ontology concept defining the content)
c — is the concentration of the atom (any form of concentration, e.g.
BTS multiplicity or Gillespie’s chemical concentration)
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Molecules
Molecules
Molecules are the evolving, composite unit of information in MoK. They
are continuously and spontaneously produced by the compartment they
belong to so as to reify some meaningful knowledge
molecule(Atoms)c
Atoms — is the set of atoms4 aggregated into the molecule (e.g. atoms
coming from the same seed, with semantically related content, with
“somehow related” metadata — see slide 34)
c — is the concentration of the molecule
4Could be the actual atoms, a reference to them, their unique identifier, . . .
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Enzymes
Enzymes
Enzymes are the reification of catalysts’ epistemic actions over the
information stored within their compartment. They are automatically
produced by the compartment to be exploited into MoK reactions
enzyme(Molecule, f )c
Molecule — is the molecule5 subject of the action reified by the enzyme (e.g.
when catalyst C performs the “highlighting action” on molecule M, an
enzyme(M)c is produced)
f — is the entity of the concentration increment
c — is the concentration of the enzyme
5Enzymes apply also to atoms. To ease notation, atoms can be regard as molecules with a
single element. Thus, in the following, the term molecule can indicate also atoms.
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
A MoK System III
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Reactions I
Reactions
Reactions are the coordination laws resembling biochemical reactions in
MoK. They drive information evolution within the compartment they are
“installed” in by governing molecules interactions
Four reactions are considered so far in the MoK model:
aggregation — Binds together semantically related molecules
diffusion — Moves molecules between neighbour compartments
reinforcement — Consumes enzymes to increase the concentration of their molecule
decay — Decreases concentration of molecules as time passes
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Reactions II
Aggregation
Aggregation reaction consumes N moleculesa to produce a single molecule
which aggregates the consumed ones based on some semantic similarity
measure — see slide 34
aWhenever concentration c is not specified, it is assumed to be 1.
molecule(Atoms1) + . . . + molecule(Atomsn)
ragg−−→
molecule(Atoms1 unionmulti . . . unionmulti Atomsn) + Residual(Atoms1 ÷ . . . ÷ Atomsn)
unionmulti — denotes union of semantically related atoms
÷ — denotes union of unrelated atoms
Residual — denotes the set of unrelated atoms to be put back in the
compartment as distinct items
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Reactions III
Diffusion
Diffusion reaction moves a molecule form a source compartment to a
destination one. The source compartment is where the molecule currently
is, the destination one is uniformly chosen among those in its
neighbourhood
{Molecule ∪Molecules}σ1 + {Molecules}σ2
rdiff−−→
{Molecules}σ1 + {Molecules ∪Molecule}σ2
{·}σi — denotes the molecules within the compartment identified by σi
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Reactions IV
Reinforcement
Reinforcement reaction consumes an enzyme to increase the concentration
c of the molecule it is related to by f
enzyme(Molecule, f ) + Moleculec
rreinf−−→ Moleculec+f
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
Reactions V
Decay
Decay reaction decreases the concentration c of a uniformly chosen
molecule within the compartment by 1. If c < 1→ c = 0.
Moleculec
rdec−−→ Moleculec−1
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
The Function FMoK
? what is the semantic similarity measure used by aggregation reaction ?
FMoK
It iss the value m ∈ [0, 1] given by the function FMoK, defined as
FMoK: Molecule1 ×Molecule2 7→ m ∈ [0, 1]
function FMoK should be designed such as m represents the extent to which
Molecule1 and Molecule2 are semantically related
usually, FMoK is application-specific — e.g. Linda [Gelernter, 1985] syntactical
matching, thus m = 0 ∨ 1, or some kind of fuzzy, ontology-based matching
returning continuous values of m ∈ [0, 1]
! function FMoK is used also to match MoK reactions’ reactant
templates against actual molecules within the compartment !
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Molecules of Knowledge (MoK) Model
A MoK System IV
a MoK system is a network of MoK compartments, in which MoK seeds
continuously and spontaneously inject MoK atoms
MoK atoms (and eventually MoK molecules) may then aggregate, diffuse,
reinforce and decay, driven by MoK reactions and MoK enzymes produced by
MoK catalysts behaviour
MoK reactions are scheduled and executed by MoK compartments according to
Gillespie’s chemical dynamics simulation algorithm [Gillespie, 1977], so as to
promote self-organisation based on locality, situatedness and probability
probability — selection of reactants in MoK reactions is probabilistically
based on the FMoK function; scheduling of reactions is
probabilistic according to Gillespie; execution of reactions is
probabilistic in time taken
situatedness — decay and diffusion reactions enforce, respectively, situatedness
in time and space; reinforcement supports situatedness “in
context” (context-awarness)
locality — compartments execute MoK reactions locally; diffusion is
based on neighbourhood
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Prototyping MoK
MoK Early Stage Experiments
an implementation of a “MoK engine” exists, deployed upon the
TuCSoN coordination infrastructure6 [Omicini and Zambonelli, 1999]
roughly speaking, TuCSoN tuple centres [Omicini and Denti, 2001] reify MoK
compartments and a ReSpecT specification [Omicini, 2007] therein installed
implements MoK reactions
also, different modules of the MoK ecosystem have been designed,
developed, and tested
e.g., a communication layer, in charge of networking between compartments
— thanks to Dradi, Fattori & Santonastasi :)
finally, simulations regarding MoK reactions interplay and
effectiveness in exhibiting self-organising behaviours have been carried
out
using the BioPEPA framework [Ciocchetta and Hillston, 2009] to face the
problem of parameter engineering in MoK reactions’ rate expressions
[Mariani, 2013]
using NetLogo to test users’ influence on MoK knowledge self-organisation
feature [Mariani and Omicini, 2015]
6Home page at http://tucson.unibo.it
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Prototyping MoK Simulations
BioPEPA & MoK I
BioPEPA
BioPEPA [Ciocchetta and Hillston, 2009] is a framework (hence language +
Eclipse plugin) to model, simulate and monitor biochemical processes.
Main features
custom kinetic laws (rate expressions) represented as functional expressions
definition of stoichiometry and role played by the species (reactant, product,
enzyme, etc.) in a given reaction
semantics is formally well-founded on CTMC semantics
We used BioPEPA to simulate MoK reactions “behaviour” if they were
scheduled according to different rate expressions.
Goal
“Best” rates → “best” MoK reactions → “best” self-organising
behaviour.
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Prototyping MoK Simulations
MoK Reactions Behaviour I
MoK Decay
rdec = log(time) +
[Seed ]
[Molecule]
Figure: MoK decay shown by red line. Orange line above is “saturation level” [Mariani, 2013].
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Prototyping MoK Simulations
MoK Reactions Behaviour II
MoK Reinforcement
rreinf =
[Molecule]
[Seed ]
(time window = t300 → t700)
Figure: MoK reinforcement shown by yellow line. Red line traversed is saturation level.
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Prototyping MoK Simulations
MoK Reactions Behaviour III
MoK Diffusion
rdiff =
{[Molecule]}σs
{[Molecule]}σd
+ K (K = parameter)
Figure: MoK diffusion shown by blue, red, green lines. Yellow line above is {[Molecule]}σs .
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Prototyping MoK Simulations
MoK Reactions Behaviour IV
Figure: MoK reactions interplay.
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Prototyping MoK Simulations
MoK Model Refined
Before
{Molecule ∪Molecules}σ1 + {Molecules}σ2
rdiff−−→
{Molecules}σ1 + {Molecules ∪Molecule}σ2
enzyme(Molecule, f ) + Moleculec
rreinf−−−→
Moleculec+f
Moleculec
rdec−−→
Moleculec−1
⇒
⇒
⇒
After
{Molecule ∪Molecules}σ1 + {Molecules}σ2
{[Molecule]}σs
{[Molecule]}σd
+K
−−−−−−−−−−→
{Molecules}σ1 + {Molecules ∪Molecule}σ2
enzyme(Molecule, f ) + Moleculec
[Molecule]
[Seed ]−−−−−→
Moleculec+f
Moleculec
log(time)+
[Seed ]
[Molecule]−−−−−−−−−−−→
Moleculec−1
! MoK aggregation reaction not simulated with BioPEPA — see [Mariani, 2013] !
! In [Mariani, 2013] also an injection reaction is considered !
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Prototyping MoK Case Study
The MoK-News Scenario I
Why News?
News management systems are a prominent example of socio-technical KIE
heterogeneity — news sources can be virtually anything — official press, blogs,
social networks
ubiquity — netbooks, tablets and smartphones made information production,
sharing and consumption as pervasive as never before
unpredictability — if journalists can roughly follow some structured workflow, the
same does not hold for contributors to the so-called citizen journalism
MoK & News
News management systems are thus well suited for testing MoK
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Prototyping MoK Case Study
The MoK-News Scenario II
in [Mariani and Omicini, 2012b], we took IPTC’s7 technical standards
regarding news management, in particular:
NewsML — an XML-based tagging language meant to ease news sharing by
relying on NewsCodes ontologies
NITF — an XML-based tagging language meant to enrich the news
content, again by relying on NewsCodes
we identified an abstract mapping between a MoK atom and a
NewsML/NITF tag, in particular:
→ atom(src, val , sem(tag , catalog))c where tag ::= NewsML/NITF tag and
catalog ::= NewsCodes uri
we implemented the domain-specific MoK model – called
MoK-News – on an existing platform for distributed coordination in
MAS, in particular:
→ on TuCSoN, by using its tuple centres as MoK compartments, in which a
ReSpecT specification implements the Gillespie algorithm; TuCSoN tuples as
MoK seeds/atoms/molecules/enzymes/reactions and TuCSoN agents as
MoK catalysts
7
http://www.iptc.org/site/Home/About/
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Prototyping MoK Case Study
A MoK System V
A MoK-News system could then be deployed to an online magazine
newsroom as follows:
journalists may be given a smartphone to use as their workspace, running a MoK
compartment decorated with a suitable GUI letting them carry out their usual
working habits — searching for news in the web, storing some for later use, creating and
editing stories, . . .
within compartments, news sources (seeds), news pieces (atoms/molecules) and
journalists’ actions traces (enzymes) live and interact in a completely autonomous
way so as to best support journalists’ workflow — seeds increasing/decreasing atoms
injection rate, molecules aggregating to automagically compose news stories, enzymes
increasing/decreasing relevance (concentration) of news pieces, . . .
as they use the system, journalists implicitly drive its behaviour (e.g. reaction
rates) toward their needs, closing the feedback loop providing MoK-News with
self-adaptive capabilities — combination of diffusion and reinforcement, driven by
journalists’ enzymes, enables smart migration
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Prototyping MoK Case Study
“Smart Migration” in MoK-News I
imagine the MoK-News
compartments topology to the
right to be deployed
at bootstrap, news stories are
equally distributed among the
compartments — since no a priori
knowledge about journalists’ interest
topics is assumed
diffusion and decay reactions
apply to all molecules with same
rate expression
! eventually, the news spatial organisation will change according to journalists’
interactions — in particular, thanks to the interplay between enzymes and MoK
diffusion, reinforcement and decay reactions
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Prototyping MoK Case Study
“Smart Migration” in MoK-News II
Figure: Economics news tend to be the most numerous (hence, relevant) in the “economics
compartment” — that is, the one belonging to a journalist interested in economics.
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Prototyping MoK Case Study
“Smart Migration” in MoK-News III
Figure: In another compartment (e.g. “sports compartment”), they are not relevant at all,
because the journalist working therein is focussed on other topics (e.g. “sports news”)
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In-depth Look at STS
The Approach
1 we observed real-world STS/KIE, analysing their (implicit) models of
action and interaction
2 we generalised such models according to the theoretical framework of
Behavioural Implicit Communication [Castelfranchi et al., 2010], devising
out tacit messages and implicit actions computationally exploited by
such STS/KIE
3 we improved the Molecules of Knowledge model, inspired by the
above framework, to promote the notion of self-organising workspace
[Omicini, 2011]
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In-depth Look at STS Tacit Messages and Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS
Tacit Messages I
Tacit messages are introduced in [Castelfranchi et al., 2010] to describe the kind
of message a practical action (and its traces) may implicitly send to its
observers:
presence — “Agent A is here”. Any agent (as well as the environment itself)
observing any practical behaviour of A becomes aware of its existence
— and, possibly, of contextual information, e.g., its location.
intention — “Agent A plans to do action β”. If the agents’ workflow
determines that action β follows action α, peers (as well as the
environment) observing A doing α may assume A next intention to be
“do β”.
ability — “A is able to do φi∈N”. Assuming actions φi∈N have similar
pre-conditions, agents (and the environment) observing A doing φi may
infer that A is also able to do φj 6=i∈N.
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In-depth Look at STS Tacit Messages and Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS
Tacit Messages II
opportunity — “pi∈N is the set of pre-conditions for doing α”. Agents
observing A doing α may infer that pi∈N hold, thus, they may take the
opportunity to do α as soon as possible.
accomplishment — “A achieved S”. If S is the “state of affairs” reachable
through action α, agents observing A doing α may infer that A is now
in state S .
goal — “A has goal g”. By observing A doing action α, peers of A may
infer A goal to be g , e.g. because action α is part of a workflow aimed
at achieving g .
result — “Result R is available”. If peer agents know that action α leads
to result R, whenever agent A does α they can expect result R to be
soon available.
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In-depth Look at STS Tacit Messages and Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS
Tacit Messages in Real-world STS I
we identified a set of (virtual) practical actions, fairly common in
real-world STS despite the diversity in scope of each specific STS —
e.g. Facebook vs. Mendeley8 vs. Storify9
for each, we point to a few tacit messages they may convey:
quote/share — re-publishing or mentioning someone else’s
information can convey, e.g., tacit messages presence,
ability, accomplishment. If X shares Y ’s information through
action a, every other agent observing a becomes aware of
existence and location of both X and Y (presence). The fact that
X is sharing information I from source S lets X ’s peers infer X
can manipulate S (ability). If X shared I with Z , Z may infer that
X expects Z to somehow use it (accomplishment).
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In-depth Look at STS Tacit Messages and Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS
Tacit Messages in Real-world STS II
like/favourite — marking as relevant a piece of information can
convey tacit messages presence, opportunity. If the
socio-technical platform lets X be aware of Y marking information
I as relevant, X may infer that Y exists (presence). If Y marks as
relevant I belonging to X , X may infer that Y is interested in her
work, perhaps seeking for collaborations (opportunity).
follow — subscribing for updates regarding a piece of
information or a user can convey tacit messages
intention, opportunity. Since X manifested interest in Y ’s
work through subscription, Y may infer X intention to use it
somehow (intention). Accordingly, Y may infer the opportunity for
collaboration (opportunity).
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In-depth Look at STS Tacit Messages and Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS
Tacit Messages in Real-world STS III
search — performing a search query to retrieve information can
convey, e.g., tacit messages presence, intention,
opportunity. If X search query is observable by peer agents,
they can infer X existence and location (presence). Also, they can
infer X goal to acquire knowledge related to its search query
(intention). Finally, along the same line, they can take the chance
to provide matching information (opportunity).
Now the question is
How to computationally exploit the envisioned mind-reading and
signification abilities from a coordination perspective?
8
https://www.mendeley.com
9
https://storify.com
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In-depth Look at STS Tacit Messages and Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS
Perturbation Actions I
Perturbation actions are computational functions changing the state of a
STS, in response to users’ interactions, but transparently to them
[Mariani and Omicini, 2015]
A possible answer is
Perturbation actions may then exploit the implicit information conveyed by
tacit messages to leverage mind-reading and signification
for coordination purposes
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In-depth Look at STS Tacit Messages and Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS
Perturbation Actions II
accordingly, perturbation actions may:
spread discovery messages informing agents about the presence and location
of another (tacit message presence)
establish privileged communication channels between frequently interacting
agents (opportunity)
undertake coordination actions enabling/hindering some desirable/dangerous
interaction protocol (intention, ability, goal)
autonomously notify users about availability of novel, potentially interesting
information (accomplishment, result)
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In-depth Look at STS Tacit Messages and Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS
Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS I
The virtual practical actions already identified are likely to (transparently)
cause perturbation actions under-the-hood :
quote/share — provided by Facebook, Twitter (retweet), G+, LinkedIN,
Mendeley (post), Academia.edu (publish), ResearchGate
(publish), Storify, etc. It is likely to help the STS platform,
underlying the social network application, in:
suggesting novel connections
ranking feeds in the newsfeed timeline
like/favourite — provided by Facebook, Twitter, G+ (+1), LinkedIN
(suggest), Mendeley, Academia.edu (bookmark),
ResearchGate (follow/download), Storify, etc. It is likely to
influence the STS as above.
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In-depth Look at STS Tacit Messages and Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS
Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS II
follow — provided by Facebook (add friend), Twitter, G+ (add),
LinkedIN (connect), Mendeley, Academia.edu, ResearchGate,
etc. It is likely to help the STS platform by:
suggesting further connections
activating/ranking feeds in the newsfeed timeline
search — provided by almost every social network, it is the
epistemic action by its very definition, thus may be exploited
by the STS platform in a number of ways:
re-organising the knowledge graph internally used by the
STS
tune the algorithm providing suggestions
improve personalised advertising policies
and many more. . .
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In-depth Look at STS Tacit Messages and Perturbation Actions in Real-world STS
A Systematic Analysis
. . . can we frame the above observations
within a
coherent computational framework
?
Of course we can.
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In-depth Look at STS BIC, Stigmergy, and Smart Environments
BIC in a Nutshell
Implicit interaction
Behavioural implicit communication (BIC) is a form of implicit interaction
where no specialised signal conveys the message, since the message is the
practical behaviour itself — and possibly, its post hoc traces
[Castelfranchi et al., 2010]
BIC presupposes advanced observation capabilities: agents should be able to
observe others’ actions (and traces), as well as to mind-read the intentions behind
them, so as to leverage signification
BIC applies to human beings, to both cognitive and non-cognitive agents, and to
computational environments as well [Weyns et al., 2007]
through BIC, such environments can become smart environments, namely
pro-active, intelligent workplaces able to autonomously adapt their configuration
and behaviour according to users’ interactions [Castelfranchi et al., 2010]
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In-depth Look at STS BIC, Stigmergy, and Smart Environments
Cognitive Stigmergy in a Nutshell
Trace-based Communication
The notion of stigmergy has been introduced in the biological study of
social insects [Grasse´, 1959], to characterise how termites (unintentionally)
coordinate themselves during nest construction, with no need of
exchanging direct messages, but relying solely on local interactions instead
stigmergy is a special form of BIC, where the addressee does not directly perceive
the behaviour, but just other post-hoc traces — in the form of environment
modifications
such modifications are amenable of a symbolic interpretation, thus exploitable by
agents featuring cognitive abilities — either humans or software
when traces become signs, stigmergy becomes cognitive stigmergy, which involves
agents able to correctly understand traces as signs intentionally left in the
environment [Omicini, 2012]
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In-depth Look at STS BIC, Stigmergy, and Smart Environments
Computational Smart Environments in a Nutshell
in [Tummolini et al., 2005], an abstract model for computational smart
environments is proposed, which defines two types of environment
c-env — common environment, where agents can observe only the state
of the environment (including actions’ traces), not the actions of
their peers
s-env — shared environment, enabling different forms of observability of
actions, and awareness of this observability
then, three requirements enabling them are devised
1 observability of agents’ actions and traces should be enabled by default
2 the environment should be able to understand actions and their traces,
possibly inferring intentions and goals motivating them
3 agents should be able to understand the effects of their activity on the
environment as well as on the other agents, so as to opportunistically
obtain a reaction
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In-depth Look at STS Toward Self-organising Workspaces
Putting All Together
quoting from [Omicini, 2011], a STS for working in knowledge-intensive
environments requires
“that all the relevant information sources are made available to the user in a
complete yet usable format, [. . . ] that the working environment autonomously
evolves and adapts to the individual uses and work habits”
furthermore,
“the main point here is the explicit representation, memorisation and exploita-
tion of user actions in the workspace”
Our master equations
BIC + (cognitive) stigmergy = Smart Environments
Smart Environments + Self-organisation = Self-organising Workspaces
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In-depth Look at STS Toward Self-organising Workspaces
MoK Enzymes and Traces as BIC Enablers I
Model
enzyme(species, s, mol)c
enzyme(species, s, mol ′) + molc
rreinf−−−→ enzyme(species, s, mol ′) + molc+s
trace(enzyme, p, mol)c
trace(enzyme, p, mol ′) + molc
rpert−−→ .exec (p, trace, mol)
enzyme
rdep−−→ enzyme + trace(enzyme, p[species], mol)
species defines the epistemic nature of the action
s strength of reinforcement
p the perturbation the trace wants to perform
.exec starts execution of perturbation p 10
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In-depth Look at STS Toward Self-organising Workspaces
MoK Enzymes and Traces as BIC Enablers II
reinforcement influences relevance of information according to the
(epistemic) nature and frequency of their actions and interactions
enzymes situate actions, e.g., at a precise time as well as in a precise
space
mind-reading and signification are enabled by assuming that users
manipulating a given corpus of information are interested in that
information more than other
perturbation influences location, content, any domain-specific trait of
information, according to users’ inferred goals, with the goal of easing
and optimising their workflows
traces enable the environment to exploit users’ actions (possibly,
inferred) side-effects for the profit of the coordination process —
promoting the distributed collective intelligence leading to
anticipatory coordination
10Notice, p is implicitly defined by species, as highlighted by notation p[species].
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In-depth Look at STS Toward Self-organising Workspaces
Simulated Scenario
citizen journalism scenario:
users share a MoK-coordinated IT platform for retrieving and
publishing news stories
they have personal devices (smartphones, tablets, pcs, workstations),
running the MoK middleware, which they use to search within the IT
platform relevant information
search actions can spread up to a neighbourhood of compartments —
e.g., to limit bandwidth consumption, boost security, optimise
information location, etc.
search actions leave traces the MoK middleware exploits to attract
similar information
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In-depth Look at STS Toward Self-organising Workspaces
Anticipatory coordination
Figure: Whereas data is initially randomly scattered across workspaces, as soon as users
interact clusters appear by emergence thanks to BIC-driven self-organisation. Whenever new
actions are performed by catalysts, the MoK infrastructure adaptively re-organises the spatial
configuration of molecules so as to better tackle the new coordination needs.
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In-depth Look at STS Toward Self-organising Workspaces
Discussion
MoK anticipates users’ needs, not based on behaviour prediction, but
on present actions and its mind-reading and signification abilities
addressing unpredictability
MoK reactions act only locally, thus exploit local information solely
addressing scale
MoK decay destroys information as time passes — furthermore, the
overhead brought by MoK is minimal, since it exploits solely
information already in the system
addressing size
MoK reaction execution and BIC-related mechanisms are rather
efficient, mostly due to their local nature and absence of complex
reasoning
addressing pace
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Conclusion & Outlook
Conclusion
the MoK model for self-organisation of knowledge promotes a novel
interpretation of information as living things autonomously interacting
and evolving
early experiments have confirmed some of MoK’s desiderata
regarding run-time behaviour of its reactions
early evaluation on a case study implemented on top of a prototype
MoK engine also exhibited an interesting self-organising behaviour
regarding spatial displacement of information
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Conclusion & Outlook
A Bright and Exciting Future Awaits I
the world needs efficient and smart ways of preserving, managing, and
analysing the astonishing amount of knowledge it produces and
consumes every day
big data approaches are more or less the standard now, mostly
because they are good in finding patterns of knowledge, but:
they mostly fail in discovering anti-patterns, e.g., detecting outliers
they mostly fail in accommodating ever-changing, heterogeneous
knowledge discovery needs
they mostly neglect “humans-in-the-loop”, relying on algorithms and
measures (e.g. of similarity) which are completely user-neutral and
goal-independent
they won’t scale forever
they are not suitable for pervasive and privacy-demanding scenarios
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Conclusion & Outlook
A Bright and Exciting Future Awaits II
we are in the perfect spot to start a paradigm shift toward
self-organising knowledge, where:
user-centric adaptiveness of knowledge discovery processes is the
foremost goal
measures and algorithms exploited for knowledge discovery, inference,
management and analysis natively account for users’ goals
seamlessly scale up/down/out/in naturally, being operating on the
assumption that only local-information is available consistently
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